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J. Agnew, Making political geography, London, Arnold
1 This book is an interesting introduction to political geography. The author gives a good
idea of what political geography used to be, what it is and what it will be. 
2 First, he discusses the terms of political geography : Politics and place ? Geopolitics ?...
Finally, political geography is always the meeting point of geography and politics. 
3 In a second step, Agnew explains the history of the thinkers in political geography,
from the French and the German school to the postmodernist wave, with comments
about the English school, Bowman, Gottman amongst others. Then he demonstrates,
with the help of what he calls « vignettes », why political geography still matters. The
vignettes  are  interesting  examples  illustrating  issues  such  as  drug  trafficking,  the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, sub-Carpathian Ruthenia, the representation of nations in
stamps, urban problems in south-central Los Angeles...
4 In chapter 3, Agnew discusses what he calls the historic canon, the geopolitical context
of the foundation of political geography. Even if he has a really interesting point of
view about very old influences, it  is  surprising that we do not read anything about
Mahan’s or Monroe’s influence. Another remark concerns the relative lack of maps in
this chapter.
5 Chapter  4  is  devoted  to  the  revival  of  the  discipline  after  a  fade-out  during  the
domination of behaviorist and quantitative currents. 
6 Chapter  5,  The  Horizon,  deals  with the  new ways  of  analysis  of  political  geography.
Agnew distinguishes  three  main groups:  1)  what  he  calls  geographical  scale,  which
includes  electoral  geography,  2)  politics  of  environment,  3)  normative  political
geography, which contains questions about democracy. 
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7 As a conclusion, a good book to guide students in the study of political geography, or to
explore  this  field  of  geography.  Agnew’s  non-state  centred  analysis  is  particularly
interesting,  and  so  are  the  parts  devoted  to  national  elections,  and  regional
perspectives. 
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